Jennifer McHugh Art
KIDS’ CAMP CREATE

WEEK 2:
TIME:
LOCATION:

July 10 - 14
9:00 -12:00
5674 Ashland Ave. SD 92120 (follow sign through gate on right side of house)

THEME:

Mixed Media & Collage

Campers will express themselves by using a variety of artistic mediums We will use various types of
paint, oil pastels, paper & fabric collage, and pencil to create a assortment of explorative art.

Monday – 7/10

We will start off our week of mixed media and collage by talking
COLOR and having fun with liquid acrylics on paper. We’ll be
using these painted papers for a project today and later in the
week. Today, we’ll be tearing these beautiful painted gems and
arranging them on a canvas to make their choice of either ocean
or mountain landscapes.
Tonight: go through your junk drawer and recycling bin at home
and bring some (clean) objects and items that you may like to use
in tomorrow’s project
(Today’s snack: Fruit Popsicles*)

Tuesday – 7/11

Today is about collage art. We’ll learn about artist, Robert
Rauschenberg, who was a master of using found objects in his art
to make some really interesting compositions. The campers will be
given a box of scrap papers, bits of cardboard, string, yarn,
buttons, clips, magazine clippings, fabric… basically things we
might otherwise recycle or throw away that still have some life in
them; they will choose their favorite items, arrange & glue these
objects into an interesting composition on cardboard.
Extra time: adding oil pastels to our creations
(Today’s snack: Granola Bars and Watermelon Pops*)

Wednesday – 7/12

Today, we’ll be making magic with alcohol inks and different
liquid paint mediums. We will watch the paints change before our
eyes, as they drip and dazzle around on several different surfaces.
Extra time: more painting!
(Today’s snack: Tropical Fruit & Marshmallow Kabobs*)

Thursday – 7/13

The project today will take us through lots of book pages! We’ll be
tearing entire pages from dictionaries and novels to use as the
backgrounds for our paintings. We will paint several styles of
artwork then choose our favorites to mount on cardstock for
framing.
Extra time: painting tribal spirit sticks
(Today’s snack: Yogurt, Fruit & Granola Parfaits*)

Friday – 7/14

For our last day of camp, we’ll be using more of our watercolor
painted papers from Monday to create two different works of art.
First, we’ll be cutting strips to make colorful paper weavings.
Second, we’ll be cutting triangles to arrange in a mosaic pattern
on white cardstock. We’ll choose our favorite of the two and put
inside a frame to hang in our gallery show at the end of the day!
(Today’s snack: Apples, Graham Crackers & Nutella Dip*)

*If your child has any food allergies, please let me know and I will gladly accommodate.

